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9 October 2009

To Whom It May Concern
Re: Walsh Integrated Building Services
In January 2009 Walsh IBS were appointed to carry out all aspects of the building services
installation at the £11M Darwen Leisure Centre project.
As Partners under the PPC 2000 contract, Walsh have been proactive and helpful in their
assistance to Capita Symonds during the finalisation of design by providing added value
through alternative solutions; and their open cost reporting throughout the works has provided
both Galliford Try and the Client with the information to accurately forecast final project costs
with confidence.
As individuals, Walsh’s managers and supervisors have been an extremely valuable asset to
the project team and this is evident in the thorough coordination and attention to detail
throughout the installation, resulting in a high quality of the finished product.
I would not hesitate in recommending Walsh IBS for future projects.

SIMON HOOTON
Project Manager
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Nick Antrobus <nick.antrobus@adtworkplace.com>
21 June 2016 14:09
Darren Worgan
James Allanson
Walsh IBS

Sirs,
We engaged Walsh IBS on the refurbishment of Manchester Royal Exchange North Offices. Comprising 100,000 sq.
ft. over six storeys of a Grade 2 Listed building, the challenges were numerous.
WIBS populated a completely new plant deck with Air Handling Units, Condensers, Dry Coolers, Ductwork and all
associated kit required to serve the office spaces beneath, while maintaining services to ground floor Retail Tenants,
two occupying tenants, and the adjacent Manchester Royal Exchange Theatre.
Outside, access via St Ann’s Square was restricted, and sensitive lifting operations were required throughout the
project.
Inside, a demanding Client instructed multiple design changes while the project was live, and WIBS re-programmed
and forecast promptly and accurately in order to maintain Client expectations.
From a tired old fifties building, WIBS created a cool yet part-industrial feel with warm and modern lighting to offset
the difficulties presented by limits on the amount of natural light available. A high level of expertise was required to
achieve ceiling heights and maximise layouts where columns intrude on the space. Measures taken included
incorporation of Trench Heating to replace perimeter radiators, under floor circulation served via Denco units, and
the rationalisation of tray and ducting to minimise impact in circulation routes.
Working together with ADT Workplace, Manchester has 100,000 sq. ft. of Grade A office space, replacing voids that
have historically been difficult to market due to the old-fashioned suspended ceilings and highly modularised multitenanted office areas.
A landmark in the development of ADT Workplace due to its size and complexity, our first major project has been a
resounding success.
Regards

Nick Antrobus
Head of Projects
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behalf of everyone at St Helen’s I wanted to say a big thanks for your time and
work and effort in restoring our lighting. The fittings are great and the difference is
really noticeable and there were positive comments immediately.
The guys doing the work were really careful and considerate and much tidier than
anything we might have expected.
We really appreciate the effort you have gone to in the midst of your busy workload. I
hope you have time to appreciate this bottle on a quiet evening, before you by and
run off the consequences in the morning!
With sincere gratitude.

Rev’d Fr Christopher Wood
Vicar of Waddington and West Bradford

